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ABSTRACT
The locations of Ly α-emitting galaxies (LAEs) at the end of the Epoch of Reionization (EoR) are expected to correlate with
regions of ionized hydrogen, traced by the redshifted 21 cm hyperfine line. Mapping the neutral hydrogen around regions
with detected and localized LAEs offers an avenue to constrain the brightness temperature of the Universe within the EoR
by providing an expectation for the spatial distribution of the gas, thereby providing prior information unavailable to power
spectrum measurements. We use a test set of 12 h of observations from the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA) in extended
array configuration, to constrain the neutral hydrogen signature of 58 LAEs, detected with the Subaru Hypersuprime Cam in the
Silverrush survey, centred on z = 6.58. We assume that detectable emitters reside in the centre of ionized H II bubbles during the
end of reionization, and predict the redshifted neutral hydrogen signal corresponding to the remaining neutral regions using a set
of different ionized bubble radii. A pre-whitening matched filter detector is introduced to assess detectability. We demonstrate the
ability to detect, or place limits upon, the amplitude of brightness temperature fluctuations, and the characteristic H II bubble size.
With our limited data, we constrain the brightness temperature of neutral hydrogen to �TB <30 mK (<200 mK) at 95 per cent
(99 per cent) confidence for lognormally distributed bubbles of radii, RB = 15 ± 2h−1 cMpc.

Key words: instrumentation: interferometers – methods: statistical.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Ly α-emitting galaxies (LAEs) are strong probes of the ionization
state of the intergalactic medium (IGM; Furlanetto, Oh & Briggs
2006; Ouchi et al. 2010; Hutter et al. 2014; Ouchi, Ono & Shibuya
2020). Rest-frame Ly α is a strong UV emission line (1216 Å)
produced in star-forming regions, which is readily absorbed by
resonant neutral hydrogen gas due to its large optical depth. During
reionization, the optical depth to Ly α emission from Lyman-break

� E-mail: Cathryn.Trott@curtin.edu.au
†ARC Future Fellow.

galaxies steadily increases in redshift between z = 6–7, suggestive
of a corresponding increase in neutral fraction (Hoag et al. 2019,
and references therein,). Strong LAEs at the tail end of reionization
are good tracers of ionized regions, where overdensities of galaxies
have excavated their local IGM such that Ly α is redshifted out of
resonance before encountering the partially neutral IGM. The Ly α

damping wing has been used to study absorption by the co-located
IGM and constrain the neutral fraction at the end of reionization
(Rhoads & Malhotra 2001; Santos 2004; Mesinger & Furlanetto
2008), and Ly α opacity along sightlines for lower redshift sources
have been used to constrain the bubble size (Bosman et al. 2018). The
Ly α Galaxies in the Epoch of Reionization survey in the COSMOS
field for LAEs observed an evolution in the LAE luminosity function
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between z = 6.9–6.6, consistent with a model where ionized regions
surround the LAE galaxies (Zheng et al. 2017). This hypothesis is
supported by hydrodynamic and radiative transfer simulations, which
show a strong anticorrelation of 21 cm emission from the IGM and
Ly α emission from galaxies on scales of 5–50 cMpc (2–10 arcmin
at z = 6.6; Hutter et al. 2017), and the first observational evidence
for ionized regions created by galaxy overdensities through the Ly α

emission (Castellano et al. 2016). There is thus potential for using
the spatial locations of known LAEs as tracers of ionized regions in
redshifted 21 cm data.

More recently, simulations of the 21 cm field around early galaxies
has illuminated the topology of reionization (Kakiichi et al. 2016;
Sobacchi, Mesinger & Greig 2016; Chen et al. 2019; Elbers & van
de Weygaert 2019; Hutter et al. 2021; Pagano & Liu 2021), and the
evolution of the size and distribution of ionized regions around UV-
bright sources (Lin et al. 2016). Heneka, Cooray & Feng (2017) used
radiative transfer simulations to map the diffuse and galactic Ly α

emission to 21 cm maps, showing a good agreement on smoothing
scales of a few megaparsecs, confirming the anticorrelation of earlier
work (e.g. Jensen et al. 2013). Simulation studies suggest a lognormal
bubble size distribution (Furlanetto & Oh 2005; Lin et al. 2016), but
the characteristic size is uncertain and depends on several factors
including the timing of reionization. After bubbles have percolated
and combined, a bimodal distribution is often observed (Iliev et al.
2014; Furlanetto & Oh 2016). Simulations of characteristic bubble
sizes at z = 6.6, suggest that models with Rb < 40 h−1 cMpc are
sufficient to cover all of the bubble distributions in the literature
(Iliev et al. 2014; Mellema et al. 2015; Wyithe, Geil & Kim 2015).
Existing measurements from the Ly α forest constrain the neutral
fraction of the IGM at z = 6.6 to be 20–50 per cent, corresponding
to a temperature contrast of 5–12 mK according to the simulations
of Hutter et al. (2017). That work shows the expected brightness
temperature contrast between ionized LAE regions and surrounding
partially ionized IGM as a function of neutral fraction and angular
scale using using a set of reionization simulations that couple
a hydrodynamical GADGET-2 simulation (Springel 2005) with the
radiative transfer code PCRASH (Partl et al. 2011). The results
are not dependent on escape fraction, but suggest that significant
temperature contrast is possible at z >6.5. It should also be noted
that simulations are imperfect models for reality, and Mason &
Gronke (2020) has explored the correspondence of observed LAEs in
simulations with galaxy evolution, and demonstrated that small-scale
mis-modelling can lead to unphysical results. Recent simulations
by Raste et al. (2021) show a currently favoured late reionization
model retains structure at z = 6.6, and the observational evidence
for late reionization (D’Aloisio, McQuinn & Trac 2015; Davies
& Furlanetto 2016; Chardin, Puchwein & Haehnelt 2017; Kulkarni
et al. 2019; Nasir & D’Aloisio 2020) ending near z = 5.3 opens
the possibility of the hydrogen neutral fraction being as high
as 40 per cent at z = 6.6 (Šoltinský et al. 2021). Moreover, the
work of Lidz et al. (2021) with these new models suggests that
bubbles of radius 10–20 cMpc are reasonable at this redshift, and
simulations show that a lognormal distribution is a good model
for the distribution of bubble sizes. Topologically, Friedrich et al.
(2011) found that the shape of ionized regions was most spherical
at early and late times, with more complex morphology in between,
while Lee et al. (2008) suggested that in late reionization, the IGM
transitions to an overlap phase of bubbles, but that this was not
consistent with random neutral islands above z = 6 and retained
structure. For the purposes of this work, where the instrument limits
us to an angular resolution of ∼2 cMpc, the exact topology is not
relevant.

The Silverrush Survey (Ouchi et al. 2018; Shibuya et al. 2018,
and accompanying Silverrush papers) observed five fields for LAEs
using narrowband imaging around z = 5.7, 6.6 with the Subaru
Hypersuprime Cam (HSC). The fields are located mostly in the
northern sky and chosen to overlap with fields used by other surveys,
with the UltraDeep-SXDS field being the most southern (Dec. −5◦).
The survey catalogued 58 bright LAEs in a 1.4◦ × 1.4◦ field centred
on the UD-SXDS field at z = 6.58. Kubota et al. (2018) studied the
detectability of ionized regions around LAEs via cross-correlation
with the 21 cm signal observed with the Murchison Widefield Array
(MWA) Phase I, finding that a detection was possible with 1000 h
of observations. Yoshiura et al. (2020) used Generative Adversarial
Networks to extract the 21 cm line profile from simulations around
LAE galaxies in Subaru HSC fields, estimating that MWA Phase II
could detect this signal on scales larger than k = 0.2hMpc−1 using
all Subaru fields.

At these low redshifts, when reionization is almost complete, the
expected 21 cm brightness temperature signal is weak, with standard
models predicting 1–10 mK brightness temperature fluctuations over
bubbles of tens of comoving Mpc scales (0.1◦–0.5◦ angular scale,
and 2–3 MHz spectral extent, at these redshifts Hutter et al. 2017;
Raste et al. 2021; Koopmans et al. 2015). The MWA (Bowman et al.
2013; Tingay et al. 2013; Wayth et al. 2018) in its second phase
is used in this work to measure the 21 cm signal. The weakness of
the signal relative to the sensitivity of the Phase I MWA, and the
MWA’s relatively small filling factor in its core (<10 per cent), place
the detection and imaging of bubbles out of reach in less than many
hundred h of data (ignoring foregrounds).

However, the Phase II extended array configuration of the MWA
has excellent uv-coverage over angular scales that are well matched
to recovering the bubbles. In addition, the availability of tens of
LAEs (and therefore bubbles) improves the sensitivity, due to the
increased effective signal. Unlike a regular cross-correlation study,
in this work, we do not use direct HSC data, but rather the extracted
parameters for these LAEs (precise redshifts and sky locations), to
predict the 21 cm visibility measurements of the MWA, and perform
a detection experiment. We compare the input model of the expected
21 cm signal with the residual radio images using a pre-whitening
matched filter binary detection (signal-present/signal-absent). We
compare the result of this detector with the theoretical performance.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the pre-whitening
matched filter and signal template model are described, before the
data and their preparation are detailed in Section 3. Simulations
of signal-present and signal-absent data sets are then constructed
in Section 4, before the Results are presented and discussed in
Sections 5 and 6. Throughout, we use H0 = 100hkm s−1 Mpc, and
Planck 2015 cosmology (Planck Collaboration XIII 2016). Vectors
are denoted in bold font, and covariance matrices are denoted by
K. Model images have no accent (S). Images observed through the
instrument are denoted with a tilde (S̃), and the expectation images
are denoted with an overbar (S̄).

2 M E T H O D S

We aim to perform a detection experiment, where a single statistic
is extracted from the data and compared with expectations for a null
detection and a signal-present detection. We do not use any HSC
data; only basic parameters of the location (redshift, sky position) of
LAEs, which are assumed to reside in the centres of H II bubbles. The
Silverrush survey targetted several key observational fields. Here, we
focus on the UD-SXDS field near RA: 02:18:00, Dec. −05:00:00,
described in Shibuya et al. (2018), because it lies in the south in
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Table 1. Distributions of H II bubble sizes modelled in this work, in comoving
and observed units.

z = 6.6 R̄b (h−1cMpc) σ (h−1cMpc) �θ (arcmin) �ν (MHz)

Matched 10 0 5.8 1.6
15 0 8.7 2.4
20 0 11.6 3.2

Gaussian 15 1 8.7 2.4
15 2 8.7 2.4
20 1 11.6 3.2

Lognormal 10 3 8.7 2.4
15 2 8.7 2.4

a relatively quiet region of the low-frequency radio sky. This one
field is chosen initially for this work to best-align with the MWA’s
latitude. In future, the UD-COSMOS field at +2◦ Dec. may be used,
but this field resides closer to the Galactic plane, which we want to
avoid due to the presence of diffuse emission. The other fields are
too far north.

For the signal, we form integrated images around the locations
of 58 LAEs at z = 6.6. For the null experiment, we form model
images based on a distribution of noise consistent with the data noise
properties. We note that for an interferometer, where the total sky
signal is not recovered (images are zero-mean), the null detector here
represents a fully ionized, or a fully neutral and uniform, state, where
there is no temperature structure imprinted on the temperature field
by the 21 cm signal.

2.1 LAE 21 cm model

The IGM is modelled very simply; a uniformly distributed partially
neutral IGM with a constant 21 cm brightness temperature, punctured
by spherical comoving ionized bubbles, centred on the measured
positions and redshifts of Silverrush LAEs. The 21 cm brightness
temperature of the IGM is set by the hydrogen spin temperature
(gas kinetic temperature) and neutral fraction. The brightness tem-
perature, �TB, is left as a parameter of our model, and we test a
set of bubble sizes against our data. Three types of experiment are
undertaken:

(i) The bubbles are assumed to be all of equal size, and the
performance is assessed for an exactly matched filter

(ii) The signal-present simulated data are modelled as having a
Gaussian distribution of bubble sizes, and matched against a signal
filter of the mean size

(iii) The signal-present simulated data are modelled as having a
lognormal distribution of bubble sizes, and matched against a signal
filter of the mean size.

The latter two cases form more realistic experiments, where there
is a mismatch between the actual LAE size and the filter used. The
performance of these detectors is expected to be degraded when
there is a mismatch that is larger than the data angular resolution.
Table 1 describes the bubble radii used for the models, and their
corresponding angular and spectral size. For the larger bubbles, there
will be overlap between the ionized regions, reducing the statistical
advantage afforded by 58 individual LAEs. This complication also
removes our ability to perform an analytic Fourier Transform to
predict the measured visibilities for these data (circles transform to
a jinc function, a Bessel function of the first kind, normalized by
the wavenumber) with a phase corresponding to their position with

respect to the phase centre.1 However, given the overlap of bubbles,
this model cannot be used, and we revert to a computational Fourier
Transform to predict the model visibilities:

V (u, v; ν) =
∫

�

B(l, m)SB(l, m) exp (−2πi(ul + vm)) dldm

�
∫

�

SB(l, m) exp (−2πi(ul + vm)) dldm

=
58∑

j=1

∫
S

j

B(l, m) exp (−2πi(ul + vm)) dldm, (1)

where j denotes the jth LAE, SB is the angular model for the
bubble at frequency ν, and we have ignored the contribution of
the beam due to its insignificance at pointing centre. A flat-sky
approximation is sufficient because the Subaru field is very small.
The bubbles are modelled as simple hard-edged top-hat regions of
zero brightness temperature embedded in a uniform background
IGM. Interferometers measure temperature differentials, and so the
underlying signal would resemble a zero temperature background
punctured by bubbles observed in absorption located at position (l0,
m0) and frequency ν0:

S
j

B(l, m) =
{−SB, (l − l0)2 + (m − m0)2 ≤ rb(ν)2

0, otherwise
(2)

with rb(ν)2 = R2
b − ε(ν − ν0)2, ε a scaling of observed to cos-

mological units (Morales & Hewitt 2004), and SB = 2kBTB/λ2
j

converts temperature to specific intensity for the model. The LAEs
with spectroscopic redshifts are placed at their measured redshifts,
however, those with photometric redshifts are assumed to reside
at z = 6.58, with an error associated with this uncertainty that
is unquantified in this work. In practice, the observed image is a
convolution of equation (2) with the system response function [the
point spread function (PSF) or synthesized beam], which encodes
the baseline sampling function and is constructed from the Fourier
Transform of the weighted Fourier-space sampling function. We
denote this instrument operator as O, such that the observed mean
signal is

S̃
j

B(l, m) = OS
j

B(l, m). (3)

A slice through the modelled brightness temperature distribution
at ν = 186 MHz is shown in Fig. 1 (left) for bubbles of radius Rb =
15h−1 cMpc, showing the input model (red) and expected measured
signal (blue) after sampling with the MWA baseline distribution.
The MWA’s excellent uv-coverage allows us to recover the bubbles
well, with minimal smearing and bowls from missing scales. Some
loss of flux is visible within the bubbles due to missing scales, but a
recovery of ∼90 per cent is found. The maximum amplitude of TB =
1 K corresponds to a trough of ∼0.1 mJy beam−1 for a single 80 kHz
channel (see Section 3.1). The displayed signal is referenced to zero
for the background, but an actual interferometer image would have
zero mean due to the absence of the autocorrelation mode.

2.2 Pre-whitening matched filter detector

We aim to perform a detection experiment, and associate a level
of confidence to the data being a statistical realization of each

1In the case where the instrument primary beam effect is negligible, as it is
here for a beam centred on a field of side length 1.4◦.
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Figure 1. (Left) Model (red) and recovered (blue) brightness temperature (K) field for 15h−1 cMpc bubbles with TB = 1 K for a single spectral channel
(Jy beam−1). The instrument sampling degrades the image, but the scales of relevance are well recovered. Some loss of flux is visible within the bubble centres.
(Right) Angular coverage of a meridian-pointed snapshot from MWA Phase II at 185 MHz, showing excellent coverage on scales of tens of arcminutes.

model for the IGM. We use a Hotelling detector (pre-whitening
matched filter detector with a statistical background), which provides
optimal detection performance under Gaussian statistics with a
signal-known-exactly, background-known-statistically (SKE-BKS)
data set (Abbey, Barrett & Eckstein 1997; Kay 1998; Barrett &
Myers 2004; the optimal linear observer).

The detector matches the model signal template to a pre-whitened
set of data, where the pre-whitening step accounts for background
statistical uncertainty, statistical noise, and attempts to undo correla-
tions between the data. It is used extensively in signal processing to
test for the presence or absence of signals in data. We could choose to
apply the detector equally to visibility data or image data; the Fourier
Transform is a linear operation. In visibility space, statistical noise
is uncorrelated, but residual background sources imprint structured
noise. The Fourier Transform captures all of the signal in the
telescope beam. In image space, the statistical noise is correlated on
the scale of the imaging PSF (the synthesized beam), computed from
the baseline sampling function, and the residual background contains
source confusion noise and source sidelobe noise which have similar
properties. The noise covariance matrix in image space can be easily
expressed with knowledge of the instrument baseline sampling, and
can be inverted if the PSF is compact. Given the balance of arguments,
we choose to apply the detector in image space, where its effects can
be more readily visualized and its performance diagnosed.

We form two hypotheses: signalpresent and signal absent. The
signal-present data set, x1, contains 21 cm signal (Sb), correlated
background noise (mean b, covariance Kb) and correlated statistical
noise (n, Kn):

x1 = S̃b + n + b (4)

x1 ∼ N
(
S̃b, Kn + Kb

)
, (5)

while the signal-absent data set contains only correlated background
noise and correlated statistical noise:

x0 = n + b (6)

x0 ∼ N (0, Kn + Kb) . (7)

Here, N ∼ denotes that the data are distributed as Gaussian normal
distributions. The Hotelling observer constructs a linear template

vector, w,

w = (Kb + Kn)−1OS̄b, (8)

where S̄b denotes the expected model signal template, corresponding
to that described in equation (2), and we are operating on the expected
signal after it has passed through the instrument. The template is
different for each experiment. Importantly, this includes the image
data having zero-mean because we do not recover the average sky
temperature. For fields where the bubbles are large, the partially
neutral regions will be offset by the ionized regions. We will work
in a regime where the radiometric noise dominates the source and
sidelobe confusion (∼1 mJy bm−1), and omit these terms from the
covariance matrix as they are absorbed into the measured noise
properties of the data (Wayth et al. 2018; Franzen et al. 2019).

The template for each experiment is applied to the three-
dimensional MWA image data, x, to form a scalar test statistic,
t:

t = wT x. (9)

The test statistic is used as the decision variable. The performance
of the Hotelling observer can be constructed from the test statistic.
The detection signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), d, is computed from the
properties of the test statistic under the different hypotheses using
the means and variances:

d = 〈t1〉 − 〈t0〉√
0.5(var(t1) + var(t0))

. (10)

For the Hotelling observer, the test statistic has the following
properties under each hypothesis:

t1 ∼ N (S̄T
b OT K−1OS̄b, S̄T

b OT K−1OS̄b) (11)

t0 ∼ N (0, S̄T
b OT K−1OS̄b), (12)

where K = Kb + Kn, yielding a detection SNR:

d =
√

S̄T
b OT K−1OS̄b. (13)

Intuitively, the SNR is maximized for model signals that are strong
relative to the uncertainty. In this work, both the statistical (radio-
metric) noise and residual background source noise will play a role
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in setting the overall uncertainty, and the correlation of data on scales
of the PSF will set the number of independent measurements we can
obtain from the data.

With this framework, we can proceed with two important steps:
(1) simulate signal-present and signal-absent data sets, accounting
for the observational design and pre-processing of our data, and
compute the expected detection performance; (2) apply the template
to the data to measure a test statistic for a given input model (signal
present).

3 O BSERVATIONS AND DATA SET

3.1 Observations

Data were observed in 2020 November (Extended), comprising
1000 2-min observations (33 h) of the SXDS field (RA: 2h 18m,
Dec.: −05.00◦) over six array pointing directions.2 The data were
observed over 24 1.28 MHz coarse channels in two frequency bands
(181.755–191.995 MHz, 202.235–222.715 MHz) encompassing the
two target redshifts for Silverrush LAEs, z=5.7, 6.6. The eight
lowest frequency coarse channels were extracted to match the z

= 6.6 LAEs. The visibility data were observed at 1 s and 10 kHz
resolution. Of the observations, we chose those from the meridian
pointing (MWA gridpoint 25) and the four pointings contiguous to
the meridian (gridpoints 29, 36, 37, and 57), to retain a well-behaved
and understood instrumental beam. This resulted in a set of 874
observations (29 h).

The extended array configuration is intended to have high angular
resolution and good snapshot uv-coverage for survey programs and
imaging. Its baselines range from 20 to 5000 m with excellent
snapshot coverage (Wayth et al. 2018). Fig. 1 (right) shows the
angular coverage of a meridian snapshot from the Extended Array
at 185 MHz for a Briggs weight of zero (used here) providing
an intermediate weighting between natural and uniform. Struc-
tures with scales of 10 s of arcminutes are well-recovered. The
uv-plane is further improved by including the four off-meridian
pointings.

3.2 Data reduction and processing

The data were calibrated, peeled, and imaged in several steps to pro-
duce the cleanest and deepest final images. The data were averaged to
8 s and 80 kHz resolution after flagging, direction-independent and
-dependent calibration, and ionospheric quality assessment (Jordan,
Murray & Trott 2017) using the MWA Real-Time System (Mitchell
et al. 2008). This is the same data calibration as is applied to regular
MWA Epoch of Reionization data, according to Jacobs et al. (2016)
and Trott et al. (2016, 2020). The 1000 brightest apparent sources
were used to perform direction-independent calibration, and then
2000 were peeled using updated Jones matrices computed from
the apparent positions of the five brightest calibrators. Tile 4 was
flagged for all observations due to poor calibration solutions. For the
z = 6.6 range, each observation produced data for eight contiguous
coarse channels, each with 16 80 kHz channels, spanning 10.24 MHz.
Peeling of the 2000 apparent brightest sources for this field yields
data with residual source flux densities of <40 mJy.

Following production of the UVFITS peeled and calibrated
visibility data, data were converted to CASA measurement sets

2Data were also obtained in 2017 August in Compact configuration, but these
calibrated poorly and were omitted.

Figure 2. (Histogram of image values for each channel (blue) and a Gaussian
fit (red). The residual data cube is highly Gaussian.

prior to imaging. We image each observation individually with
WSClean (Offringa et al. 2014; Offringa & Smirnov 2017; Van
der Tol, Veenboer & Offringa 2018) at low angular resolution and
80 kHz spectral resolution for further diagnostic assessment. No
deconvolution was applied, and we only image Stokes I. The z = 6.6
band includes frequencies of Perth and Geraldton digital TV (DTV)
stations, and these have been detected in MWA data as reflections
from satellites, aircraft etc. (Wilensky et al. 2019). We expect DTV-
based radio frequency interference (RFI) to be the primary cause for
bad data. After inspection of the images, the list of 874 observations
was reduced to 350 (11.7 h). In general, sets of data spanning several
minutes were found to be contaminated, and excised, while other
periods of time were clean. Data excision was based on visual
evidence for structure in the images, and excess image standard
deviation across any coarse channel compared with the bulk of the
distribution.

The data were then re-imaged with WSClean. We image with 3072
pixels on a side, each of 0.0075◦ (27 arcsec resolution – oversampling
PSF by a factor of three – over a field of side length 23◦), with a
Briggs weighting of zero to balance sidelobe suppression with noise
level, and weighting by beam. We performed deconvolution with
1500 iterations, which was required to remove the sidelobes from
the small number of residual sources. The data were then averaged
to form a single image cube of sides 3072 × 3072 ×128, spanning
23◦ on a side and 10.24 MHz depth. Only the central 1.6◦ is required
for further analysis, representing a small subset of the field with little
noise deviation. This smaller field is sufficient to encase the Subaru
field-of-view, as well as a surrounding area that can be used for
signal-absent data sets. The final data set has an average rms noise
level of 9–11 mJy bm−1, which is a factor of �1.5 times larger than
the theoretical noise.

Fig. 2 shows the histogram of residual image values for each
channel (red) and a Gaussian fit (blue). The residual data cube is
highly Gaussian, with small tails of negative and positive pixels. The
positive pixels generally coincide with weak sources that remain in
the data, while negative pixels coincide with the peeling residuals
around bright sources. A slice through the expected signal template
cube is displayed in Fig. 3 at 185 MHz, matching the size of the
UD-SXDS field from Subaru observations. The field shows bubbles
of mean radius 15 h−1 cMpc, and standard deviation of 2 h−1 cMpc.
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Constraining bubbles around LAEs with MWA 777

Figure 3. Example expected signal from ionized regions with a mean radius
of 15 h−1 cMpc and standard deviation of 2 h−1 cMpc, after instrument
sampling, at 185 MHz. The angular size is shown, as well as an indicative
MWA resolution element.

4 SI M U L AT I O N S

We begin by forming the covariance matrix of the data. Each channel
is treated individually, and so we need to construct the relationship
between each pixel in the image. The covariance matrix is formed
by describing the PSF convolution matrix as a vector, B and using a
diagonal matrix D to form K = BDBT. The noise is heteroscedastic
across each slice, consistent with the measured rms. The 2D images
are collapsed to one dimension by taking a lexicographical ordering
of the pixels. We construct a two-dimensional covariance matrix
from the one-dimensional data.

The data and images are placed into a consistent coordinate
system of pixel scale 0.0075◦ and 213 pixels on each side, resulting
in images of size 1.6◦ × 1.6◦ to encompass the Subaru field-of-
view. The central 120 spectral channels are selected to match the
Subaru narrowband filter. Of these, 14 are missing and omitted
from the analysis, leaving 106 viable channels. Each channel is
independent, and so the full covariance is block diagonal. As such,
each channel is treated separately and the test statistic summed over
frequency. In one dimension for a single channel, this results in data
of length 213 × 213 = 45 369 pixels, and we therefore construct a
45 369 × 45 369 pixel covariance matrix. Fortunately, the imaging
PSF is compact, and is well fitted by a rotated elliptical Gaussian with
semimajor and semiminor axes of 33 and 26 arcsec, respectively. We
use a 13 × 13 pixel (5.9 × 5.) cut-out of the PSF to construct the
covariance matrix. The covariance is highly diagonal and very sparse,
allowing for accurate solution of the linear equation:

t = wT x = s̄T K−1x. (14)

We use Cholesky decomposition to solve the linear system of
equations (we do not invert the covariance matrix separately) through
the IDL functions LA CHOLDC and LA CHOLSOL.

Simulations of signal-present and signal-absent data sets are used
to determine the level of significance for the measured test statistic
from the data. In all cases, the test signal (matched filter) uses uniform
bubble sizes because there is no a priori knowledge of the size of

Figure 4. Gaussian distribution of sizes for one realization with a mean
bubble size of 20 h−1cMpc, and standard deviation of 1 h−1cMpc.

an individual bubble. As described earlier, three types of experiment
are then conducted: (1) uniform bubbles (an exact matched filter);
(2) Gaussian-distributed bubbles with a matched mean size; and
(3) Lognormally distributed bubbles with a matched mean size,
i.e. a mismatch between the data and expected signal is modelled
in the simulation to test the performance when the exact bubble
size distribution is unknown. The performance is expected to be
degraded, but not significantly for deviations in bubble size that are
comparable to the instrument resolution (2 h−1cMpc). Fig. 4 shows
the distribution of sizes for one realization with a mean bubble size
of 20 h−1cMpc, and standard deviation of 1 h−1cMpc (Gaussian
distributed).

Signal-present and -absent data sets are constructed according
to equations (4) and (6). The model temperature distribution for
each 80 kHz spectral channel is Fourier Transformed to the uv-plane,
sampled according to the instrument baseline distribution for the
observations, and transformed back to image space. The brightness
temperature is converted to measured units of Jansky per beam using
the beam size extracted from the WSClean imaging. Finally, the
simulated signal is mean-subtracted to match that for a measured
field. This forms the matched filter template expected signal, S̄b.

The signal-present data sets with uniform bubble size are con-
structed by adding the expected signal to zero-mean Gaussian-
distributed noise matching that measured for the data, in each spectral
channel. The signal-present data sets for non-uniform bubble size are
computed independently, and Gaussian-distributed noise added to
them. The signal-absent data sets contain only Gaussian-distributed
noise. There are 15 000 realizations simulated for each of the signal-
present and -absent data sets.

Note that the signal-present data set is equivalent to the signal-
absent data set when (1) reionization is complete (late times), or
(2) reionization has not commenced, and the 21 cm temperature
field is uniform over the field (early times). A field where half
of the volume is ionized will provide the maximal signal. Within
the UD-SXDS field, the volume-filling factors for the 10, 15, and
20 h−1 cMpc bubbles are 23 per cent, 53 per cent, and 80 per cent,
placing the 15 h−1 cMpc bubbles close to the maximal size.

Fig. 5 displays histograms of the test statistic, t (equation 9), for
a 1 K IGM brightness temperature punctured by bubbles of radius
15 h−1cMpc. The width of the distributions is defined by the noise
level in each residual data set, and the number of independent
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Figure 5. Distribution of test statistics for realizations of signal-present
(blue) and signal-absent (red) data sets matched to a model signal with bubble
size 15 h−1cMpc and a 1 K IGM brightness temperature.

Figure 6. Signal-absent (red), signal-present 50mK (orange), and signal-
present 500mK (blue) distributions of test statistics for the lognormally
distributed data matched to a uniform 15h−1cMpc signal template. Also
shown is the measured test statistic, t = −6.89, from the data (the vertical
purple line).

measurements in the datacube. As the brightness temperature of
the medium is reduced, the separation of the two histograms will
reduce. These simulated test statistics will be used to set limits on
the temperature for a given bubble size.

5 R ESULTS

Three matched filter signals are applied to the data, one for each
bubble radius (10, 15, 20 h−1cMpc). The result test statistics for
applying these signals to the data are compared for each experiment.
Fig. 6 shows the signal-absent (red), signal-present 50mK (orange),
and signal-present 500mK (blue) distributions of test statistics for
the lognormally distributed data matched to a uniform 15h−1cMpc
signal template. Also shown is the measured test statistic, t = −6.89,
from the data (the vertical purple line). Note that the signal-absent
test statistic distributions are skewed positive, while both the data and
template are zero-mean. This is partially due to the effect of the pre-

Table 2. Measured test statistics for the data matched to each uniform-
bubble signal, and the IGM brightness temperature limits that are excluded
at the 68 per cent, 95 per cent, and 99 per cent levels of confidence. These
limits are determined by comparing the measured test statistics to the signal-
present simulations for each of the three experiments. The first three numerical
columns give the simulated signal-present bubble size and standard deviation
(R̄b, σ ), and the matched signal template, S̄b .

z = 6.6 R̄b σ S̄b t 68 per cent 95 per cent 99 per cent

Matched 10 0 10 4.04 350 mK 840 mK <1 K
15 0 15 − 6.89 0 mK 30 mK 200 mK
20 0 20 − 7.30 0 mK 50 mK 200 mK

Gaussian 15 1 15 − 6.89 0 mK 30 mK 200 mK
15 2 15 − 6.89 0 mK 30 mK 200 mK
20 1 20 − 7.30 0 mK 30 mK 250 mK

Lognorm 10 3 15 − 6.89 0 mK 50 mK 500 mK
15 2 15 − 6.89 0 mK 30 mK 200 mK

whitening filter, and the off-diagonal (pixel correlation) terms. 3 The
exact same pre-whitening filter is applied to all experiments, and the
signal-absent and signal-present data sets, and so the actual values
of the test statistic are not relevant; only their distributions, and the
results are not biased. 4 Table 2 lists the measured test statistics for the
data matched to each uniform-bubble signal template, and the IGM
brightness temperature limits that are excluded at the 68 per cent,
95 per cent, and 99 per cent levels of confidence. These limits are
determined by comparing the measured test statistics to the signal-
present simulations for each of the three experiments (i.e. where
the signal-present test data have uniform, Gaussian-distributed, and
lognormally distributed bubble sizes).

For all of the experiments, the measured test statistics are con-
sistent with noise for the 15 and 20h−1 cMpc bubble sizes. As the
temperature of the IGM is increased from zero, the signal-present
histograms move to the right, and the measured test statistics become
inconsistent with these models at some level of significance. Due to
the small values of t measured for the 15 and 20h−1 cMpc signal
templates (both negative), an IGM temperature of tens of mK is
inconsistent with the data at 95 per cent confidence, and 200–500 mK
at 99 per cent confidence, depending on the model, noting that a
noise-only model is equally favoured. The extreme sensitivity to
the IGM temperature is due to the measured t falling at a low
(but non-zero) likelihood value for noise-only data, however an
increase in the IGM temperature would make the noise-only model
favoured strongly over the signal-present model, implying that there
is sensitivity to non-zero signal. The data matched to a 10h−1 cMpc
signal template yields a larger value of t = 4.04, providing much
weaker constraints for this bubble size.

The results are not significantly degraded when we move from the
idealised case of a signal template perfectly matched to the data, to
a more realistic Gaussian or lognormal distribution of bubble sizes.
In these experiments, the limits are unchanged at the 95 per cent

3The covariance matrix is constructed using an estimate for the system PSF,
and there is therefore a small mis-match between the true data covariance
and the pre-whitening filter. This has the desired effect of accounting for the
reduction in independent measurements, but does not completely undo the
data correlations.
4Because the data and covariance matrix are not independent (by construction
as the covariance matrix is designed to capture the correlation in the image),
a signal-absent noise-only data set still contains correlations due to its
convolution with the system PSF to generate realistic signal-absent data.
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level, but somewhat degraded at 99 per cent, reflecting that there is
mismatch. This is consistent with these models having size variations
that are comparable to the instrument resolution, and retaining the
same central locations for the bubbles (i.e. aligned with the LAE
locations from Silverrush).

6 D ISCUSSION

Increasing the amount of clean data will reduce the rms noise,
narrowing the distributions of signal-present and signal-absent test
statistics. Those tests would have increased discrimination power
and the ability to place more stringent limits, or detect, the IGM
temperature. In that case, it would be worth doing a second round
of tests where the bubble locations were randomised to separate
data systematics from stochastic variations (i.e. if the data have
residual non-cosmological structure, otherwise unaccounted for in
the model). This would provide a robust test for the detection of
ionized and non-ionized regions. For this work, where the noise
level is only sufficient to place weak constraints, it is not necessary
to go to such lengths.

The work presented here still suffers from having to assume
something about the distribution of bubble sizes, and the brightness
temperature spatial distribution. The simple model assuming a
single temperature across the partially neutral regions is simplistic,
and really what we are probing is a volume-averaged brightness
temperature in this work. A lot of detection power is afforded by
the simple assumption that the LAEs reside at bubble centres, but
strong deviations of the template from the data results in degraded
detection performance. The limited resolution of the MWA helps
in this respect, allowing models with offsets of ∼2–3h−1 cMpc to
be absorbed into the loss of signal from the instrumental angular
resolution, thereby hiding more complex structure to the ionization
fronts. This means that if reality is represented by the lognormal
distributions observed in simulations, the simple model is still
sufficient to perform a detection experiment. A large-scale change
in the topology of reionization (e.g. a significant bimodal size
distribution or qualitatively different evolution) will lead to degraded
results as the matched signal filter deviates more substantially from
the model. However, given the consistency of different simulations
with the models chosen in this work, this is encouraging for future
experiments of this kind. With increased data (reduced noise), a
full Bayesian analysis can be performed to marginalise over the
free parameters (bubble mean size and standard deviation, and IGM
temperature) to produce a robust detector.

The results of this work can be placed in the context of the
expectations for this level of noise. The measured noise level of
∼10 mJy bm−1, translates to a surface brightness rms temperature
of 80 K in each independent element for each of the 106 useable
channels. From a pure noise perspective, there are ∼1 million
independent measurements in the data cube, yielding an expected
temperature resolution of ∼80 mK. This matches with the width of
the test statistic distributions, and ultimately limits the ability to
place strong constraints on the IGM temperature. None the less,
the technique shows promise for a detection with a larger data set.
In this work, more than half of the data were removed due to poor
calibration and contamination. The residual data set is very clean, and
well behaved, showing Gaussian-distributed noise statistics. With
four times as much data, the noise level would provide stronger
constraints.

Ultimately, this work would benefit from a larger field of detected
LAEs. The Silverrush survey encompassed 21 deg2, an improvement
by a factor of 10 compared with the single UD-SXDS field. It also

included z = 5.7 LAEs. In the late-reionization models currently
favoured by Ly α forest measurements, this redshift bin may con-
tribute useful information. At z = 6.6, the larger area of the full survey
would improve the detectability (SNR) by

√
10. Alternately, a larger

survey around the same UD-SXDS field would be advantageous for
matching to the MWA field-of-view and latitude, where a 21 deg2

field would still easily reside within the instrument’s main lobe. In
future, it is the survey area of these optical LAE programs that will
be the limiting factor for experiments with the MWA and SKA.

7 C O N C L U S I O N S

In this work, a pre-whitening matched filter detector of ionized
regions around detected LAE galaxies is applied to 21 cm data to
constrain the brightness temperature of the IGM at z = 6.6. This is
the first time such an experiment has been attempted. The 12 h of
clean MWA data spanning ∼10 MHz and 1.6◦ × 1.6◦ had a residual
rms noise of 10 mJy bm−1 after calibration and point source peeling.
Point and extended sources are used for calibration and peeling, but
there is no diffuse model implemented because it is not currently part
of the sky model. Galactic Synchrotron is expected to be coherent
over scales larger than the Subaru field-of-view, but some will be on
the same scale. This field is away from the Galactic Plane sufficiently
to do this work, and is one motivation for choosing this Silverrush
field. A 3D signal template was created from the known sky and
redshift locations of LAEs from the Silverrush survey for bubbles
of different radius, and the detector’s performance compared with
the expectations from simulated signal-present and signal-absent
data sets. Assuming the bubble sizes are a priori known and of
uniform radius of 15h−1 cMpc, an IGM with a brightness temperature
exceeding 30 mK is ruled-out at 95 per cent confidence, and 200 mK
at 99 per cent confidence. For a more realistic model where a uniform
size signal template is matched to data with a lognormal distribution
of bubble sizes, the performance is slightly degraded with an IGM
temperature of 50 mK ruled-out at 95 per cent confidence. These
results are consistent with theoretical expectations for the brightness
temperature of the IGM at this redshift of 1–10 mK. Future work
with more data can employ a fully Bayesian framework to perform a
detection experiment that marginalises over key parameters, such as
IGM temperature, mean bubble radius, and bubble radius standard
deviation.
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